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I,et o bc a quasi semilocal semihereditary domain, i.e., o is a commutative: 
integral domain which has finitely many maximal ideals (A, I i ~1) and the 
localization oA, by any maximal ideal Aj is a valuation domain. F is the quotient 
field of o. 17 is an nary free Flermitian module over o. We assume 2 is a unit in o 
and P’ is nonsingular, i.e., V has a unit discriminant. E:urthermore * denotes an 
involution on o with the property that there exists a unit 0 in o such that UX = -0. 
Let L,‘,,(V) or U(V) be the unitary group on I,‘. fVe tail an element cr in 
L;(J’) an isometry on V. An isometry 7 on V which fists a hypcrplane PTr of I,- 
is called a quasi symmetry if VT is nonsingular, and a unitary transvection if 
j: is singular. S is the set of all those, T, i.e., the set of quasi symmetries and 
unitary transvections. 
In the present paper, we shall determine the minimal length I(o) of an expres- 
sion of any isometry c in U(V) by a product of elements in S. We denote the 
fixed module of G in T- hy VC , i.~., Pi 1: {,x F V CTX = x). Put I: == dimFV 
and d = dimFV, . Further for c .-= 1 we define E(o) -- 0. ‘Then our result is 
as follows: 
TIIEOREM. For my o in lYn( V) we hare Z(u) == n - d. 
{A i j i F r) is the set of maximal ideals of o. We use - or zi to denote the 
canonical homomorphism from o onto o/./Ii , i E 1. We use the same notation -, 
7, or xi to denote the canonical maps from Y onto V/AV or !/jAZT7, i ~1. 
If U is a nonempty subset of V, UL is its orthogonal complement (in V). 
I.e., C’ .I- {x in T I STY - O}. 0 L TV means U (2 W and UW =- {O>. It is 
easy to see that if li == U J- Wthen IV := Ti’L. 
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For sets B and C the set-theoretic difference will be written B - C. 
LEMMA 1 .l. For a submodule U of V and p of ?I,( V) we have the following. 
(a) Direct summands of V are free over o. 
(b) U’- and V, sue direct summands of V. 
Proof. The above results are contained in Ishibashi [47 as (d) of Lemmas 1.2 
and 1.4. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let o be a quasi local valuation domain with the maximal ideal A 
and 1 # o E U,(V). Then there exist a E o and x, y E V such that 
(Cl> (0 - lb = ay, 
(GJ ~~64 
(C,) (u - 1)VCaV. 
Proof. Let V = @,“=, ox, , x,, G V. Since o is a valuation domain, we may 
write for each h E (I,..., n}, 
(0 - l)xA = a,a , a,,Eo,y,,EV-AV. 
Since u + 1, at least one a, , say a, , is not zero. Since o is a valuation domain, 
we may assume a, divides all a,‘s. Put a = a, . Then by the choice of a, we have 
(C,) (U - 1)V C aV. In the second place, since V is nonsingular and y1 is 
a basis element, there exists p with yix, $ A. Here, we write x1 = U, yr = v, 
x, = w, yu = x and by (C,) we may express a, = ae, e E o. Note that 
vw$A. (1) 
Now, let b, c be variables in o and put 
x = bu + cw, y = bv + cex. 
Then (C,) (cr - 1)x = ay and the equation 
yx = bb*vu + bc*vw + cb*ezu + cc*ezw (2) 
hold. It suffices to show that we can choose b, c in o with yx $ A, which completes 
our proof. The answer is given by the following table (note VW # 0 by (I)): 
Cases ZZ e Xw b c 
1 #Oanyany 1 0 
2 0 0 any 1 1 
3 0 #O #O 0 1 
4 0 #O 0 1 lore 
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In case 4, we take c E {l, 0) with c*vw + cexu # 0; in fact sue 
- 
VW # 0. Thus we have shown (C,) yx $ A. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We shall prove our theorem by induction on n - d. If n - d = 0, then 
V = ir/, , because V, is a direct summand of V by Lemma 1.1. Hence, o = 1 
and E(G) = 0 = n - d, and the theorem is clear. So from now on we assume 
of 1. 
For each i G ?, oAi is the localization of o by A, . We identify 5 and its natural 
extension to o,$V. By Lemma 1.2 we have the following. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let i E I. Then there exist ai E oAi and xi , yi E o,;V satisfyiq 
Gt (0 - l)xi = wiy 
G) d:w,) # 0, 
(C,) (0 - 1) oA, I/ C a,o.4il? 
ere, multiplying xi by a suitable element of o - 4, , we may assume that xi ) 
yi E V. Let us call the above three elements a, E oAi I xi , yi E V “a good triple 
for i ~1” if they satisfy (C,), (C,), and (C,), and denote it by (ai I yB , xi>* 
DEFINITION. Let x be in V. We define a subset I(x) of 1 by 
3ai E oAi , 3yi E V such that (ai , yi , ,x) is a good 
triple for i. i 
With this notation, Lemma 2.1 means that for each i E I there exists xi E Y 
such that i is in I(q). Since * induces a permutation on the maximal ideals 
(AijiCr, we can define a permutation * on 1. 
LEMMA 2.2. For each i E I, there exists ui E V with i and I* E I(u,). 
Proof. We write j = i* and take xi , xj in V with i E I(q) and j E S(q). 
If i = j then the lemma is trivial, so let i f j. Let (ai , yi , xi) and (aj , yj ) xj) 
be good triples for i and j (resp.). Then by condition (C.J, we can express 
-1 aryj = aici vj and aiyi = ajcjlvui 
for some vi ) cdj E V, ci E o - A%, and cj E o - A, ~ Further, by (C,) we have 
and 
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Step (i). First, if nj(vix,} + 0, then (a&, coi , xi) is also good for j, whence 
j EI(xJ, consequently i, j EI(x,). In the same way if ~~(~jxi) + 0, then (a&, 
vj , xj) is good for i, and so i, j E I(xj). Namely, in these two cases we can take 
ug = xi or xj . 
Therefore we assume that 
n;(V<XJ = %$vjxs) = 0. (2) 
Step (ii). If v~(z”& # 0, using the Chinese Remainder Theorem, take 
X f o with vi(h) = 0 and v&) = 6, 6 E (&l). If rri(yrxj) # 0, take X e o with 
wj(h) = 0 and n&J,) = S’, 8’ E (&I). (W e note for any a in o, ~~(a) = 0 if and 
only if %-&J*) = 0.) 
First we shall show that in each case (aicy’, Xciyi + v$ , Xx, + xj) is good for i. 
Since as for (C,) and (C,) it is clear, we prove (C,). 
Using (2), it holds that 7ri((hciyi + ~~)(hx, -f- x$)) = ~~(hh*c,y~x~ + X%+x, + 
xC,y,x.J. Here, by the choice of h, if rr,(vjx,) f 0 then a&) r=; 0 and am # 0 
(note n&J) = 8 => vi(h) # 0 + h I# Ai -5 X* # A, 3 n$(X*) f 0), and if 
s6(yixj) # 0 then 7~@) 5 0 and GT#“) = 0. Therefore (C,) holds. 
Next we show that (u~c~“, XV, + cjyj , Xxi + xi) is good for j in each case. 
Since (C,) and (Ca) are also clear, we prove (C,). 
Again by (2) we have v~((XV~ + cjyJ(hxi + xi)) = ~~(h*c~y~~~ -+ hzl,xj + 
cjyjxj). By the choice of h, we have rr,(h*) = 0 and n$(h) = 8, or ?r&) = 0 
and rr,(h*) = 6’ (because n&) = 0 c-X E ,“3, + h* E A, -t> rr&X*) = 0 and 
TQ(X) = s’ e h - 8’ E Ai ah” - 6’ E Af e n&P) = 8’). 
Therefore the right hand side of the equation is (a) ~&&xj + cjyjxi) or 
(b) ~~(h*c~y,x~ + cjyjxj) (resp.). I-I ere, we have nj(yjxj) + 0 by (1). Hence we 
may take 8, 8’ E i&l> so that (a) and (b) are not zero. Thus we have ;, 
j ~1(T(hx, + xj). Therefore we assume 
7Q(VjXi) = 7r,(Y,Xj) = 0. (3) 
Step (iii). In the same way as for Step (ii) we may assume 
77j(V&) = %&X<) = 0, (4) 
Step (iv). Now, using assumptions (l)-(4), it is easy to see that i, 
j E 1(x, + xj), because (ai , yi + c;%J$ , xi + xs) is good for i and (G? , c;‘z+ + 
yj , xi + x,) is good for j. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. * defines a classification of 1 such that each class consists of 
(i, ;*I, d E: I. J denotes the set of representatives of that classification. 
Now for each in J we take ui as in Lemma 2.2, i.e., i, i* PI, and ei with 
pii = n;.*(~~) = 1 and n,(e,) = 0 for Y # k, i*. Then, putting x - CaEJ ciui , it 
is clear that I = I(x). For this x let us write y = (G - 1)x. Then, since I(x) = 1, 
we have y # 0. 
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h3MMA 2.3. IfI(X) = 1 Ud y = (CT - 1)X, thf% 
v = yl @ ox = yi @ oux. 
Proof. By (b) of Lemma 1 .I, we know (oy)l = yL is a direct summan 
Therefore we can express 
v = yL @ 02 for some z 5 V. 
We write x==w+dzforw~y~andd~o. 
Mere, since I = I(x), for each i E I we have 0 # ai EF and yi E Y with 
y = aiyi and ~~(~~32) # 0. Hence 0 $- 7ri(yix) = 7=ri(yi(w + A)) = 77,(d*yy,x). 
This implies ~~(0) f 0 for each i in I. Therefore d* is a unit, whence so is d, 
Consequently V = yL + ox, and so V = y’- @ ox. 
Kext, we have to show V = y’ @ oox. To do it we suppose yi ;- ocw 2 V 
and imply a contradiction. Under the assumption above, using (b) of Lem I.2 -- 
of [4], it must be yL + oox = 7 for some i E 1. This means ax E y’- rice 
0 s (ux)y = ux(5x - x) = x2 - (,x)x = (x - ,x)x = -yx mo 
V = yL @ ox, this implies yV = 0 mod A, . On the other hand, sinceI = I, 
we have y = ajyj with yjx # Aj for j = i‘ *. However, tkis is impossible. Because 
- 
ox Ey 1= 2 for i and y V = 0 mod Ai implies 0 E (0.x) y,- = (CC + y) yj CC xy$ 
mod A, ; i.e., it holds that yjx E A? , a contradiction. 
Thus we have proved V = yl + om, and so V = yi @ oax. Q.E.D. 
For x and y above, let T = 7z,11 denote a linear map on V defined by T = 1 
on y” and ax = x + y. Then +r is in hi,(V) and we see V+,,J = V, 0 ox. 
Hence dim IT{,- ro) = d + 1. Thus by induction on n - d, we have proved 
I(a) = n - d. 
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